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Reviews, Reviews, Reviews, Reviews, Reviews, Reviews, 

Reviews!Reviews!Reviews!   
   

What will be, What will be, What will be, 
might be and could might be and could might be and could 

in genre TV?in genre TV?in genre TV?   
   

Fans speak about Fans speak about Fans speak about 
fandom!fandom!fandom!   

   
You want your You want your You want your 

geek cake and eat geek cake and eat geek cake and eat 
it too!it too!it too!   

   
Star Trek on the Star Trek on the Star Trek on the 

WEB!  WEB!  WEB!     
   

A meme for you!A meme for you!A meme for you!   
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Star Trek Con�nues is a  web  series that brings Star Trek: 

TOS back to life.  Kirk, Spock and McCoy and all the other 

old favourites once again are on  a “five year mission” into 

a new (old) fron�er!  True to the original with fantas�c 

produc�on values, good story lines and a “Kirk” who can 

“Out Kirk” the original “Kirk”!  We really recommend that 

you follow this produc�on and enjoy the original world of 

Roddenberry in this new show! 

Star Trek: Aurora, if you have been reading GE at all over the last few 

years you would know that this is a favourite of ours!  Fully 

animated, wri/en, directed, originally scored and animated by  

visionary Tim Vinning, Aurora is a well cra1ed animated film, which 

explore not the world of Starfleet, but the people who have been 

impacted by the organisa�on.  Tim and now many others, have 

brought to life the universe of Star Trek and not going by the old 

route of men are the Captains and women are the communica�on 

officers , we follow the journey of a two women crew trying to 

survive in the 24th Century.  STOP PRESS  Episode  1 & 2  of new 

series “Mudd in your I”, now available!   

Click on the pictures to go to the sites and download episodes 

Star Trek New Voyages, now known as Star Trek Phase II, has been 

around since 2004 and is an award winning series!  They have even 

been nominated for a Hugo award alongside shows such as Doctor 

Who, Torchwood, and Ba/lestar Galac�ca (BTW Doctor Who, Blink 

won).  The quality of this one is of a high standard and you will 

even get to see more of the Star Trek Alumni in some of the 

episodes. 

For those of you that remember Star Trek of Gods and Men 

from Renegade Studios their latest foray into the world of Star 

Trek is the new movie, Star Trek Renegades.   Many of the 

franchises alumni are taking part including, of course Tim Russ,  

Walter Koenig, Robert Picardo, Gary Graham, Richard Herd, 

Manu In�raymi and Stargate’s Corin Nemec and many more!  

While the movie is s�ll in post-produc�on we think that you 

should keep your eye on the site for its release in 2014.  
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I have always enjoyed fantasy novels and been fascinated with magical worlds, 

where anything is possible, somewhere to be free and safe to explore within the 

mind, a world so far apart from our own and a way to escape real life drama and 

stress. In 2008 the BBC brought out the TV series “The Adventures of Merlin”, a 

story of young Merlin, the famous Sorcerer from the Arthurian legends. The show 

follows the main characters of the Arthurian legend and gives the legends a new life of their own. I was determined to watch this 

series as it seemed something I would like, with adventure and magic, without too much blood and violence. I wasn’t wrong and soon 

fell in love with the show.  

 

The thing that drew me to the show was more than the magical world it 

provided, the characters were fun and diverse and the special friendships 

between them were fun to watch develop.  Merlin and Arthur’s rela*onship 

was a defining aspect of the show, Merlin is Prince Arthur’s manservant and 

it is his des*ny to protect him whilst they build a be-er future for those with 

and without magic. Merlin never treats Arthur in a respec.ul bootlicking 

manner normally expected of a servant and they slowly grow from an 

unlikely friendship into a brotherly love. Both of the actors portraying the 

characters worked well together and captures your eye as you watch the two 

interact.  The underlining secret that Merlin has magic keeps you on the edge 

of the seat wai*ng for the day when it is revealed and for him to take his 

place beside Arthur.  As the show progressed you waited in an*cipated 

excitement for the show to catch up to the well-known Arthurian Legends 

and you never know what to expect or how these would occur, always 

twis*ng them in an unusual ways. The wai*ng for Arthur to become king, 

with Guinevere by his side, Lancelot as he betrays his king and falls in love with Guinevere, the rise of Camelot (Albion) and all the 

Knights of the Round Table stand for, the spiral downwards of Morgana as she loses her way consumed by hate.  The show provides a 

great escape for of all ages, with the character rela*onships, the bonding of friends with the noble quality of sacrifice for one 

another, the adventure and ac*on all with a good dose of humour.   

The actors that were chosen are not only engaging, but they provide some of the best eye candy there is from muscly Knights with 

large arms to sweet and seduc*ve ladies.   These are only some of the reasons why I enjoy the BBC's Merlin.  

Through my passion and love of the show, I have been involved in ac*vi*es I never thought possible, by becoming engaged in the 

stories has opened to me a world of crea*vity and friendship.  

 

I have joined other enthusiasts with a love for the show through online sites that are dedicated to the love of Merlin.  One website 

called the Heart of Camelot (h-p://theheartofcamelot.com/) has been a great source of 

friendships and support.  I have become involved in making computer graphics in tribute for 

the characters on the show, I didn’t even know what I was doing in the beginning and hadn’t 

even considered a-emp*ng something like that (below, is an example of one such piece).  

 

It may seem silly, but a big mo*va*on for me to lose weight now is so that I can feel confident 

enough to dress up as a character for a conven*on. I have already learnt to sew, something I 

had no knowledge of how to do, and have made a cloak based on Morgana’s costume in the 

show. This has provided me with a skill I can use in normal day life as well as a fun hobby.  

 I fell in love with crea*ve wri*ng through fan-fic*on stories and I enjoy wri*ng and exploring 

aspects of the characters or events that might have been or were not shown in the show, this 

has given me a mo*va*on to improve my skills and perhaps one day write my own story.  

(check out a short story below, about what could have been).   

I know that many of you would say that it’s just a TV show, and that it means li-le. For those 

who share a passion for a par*cular fandom understand that it never is just a TV show or 

movie, and it will con*nue to live on in our hearts long a=er it has aired.  
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What Could Have Been  
 

 

A short story that might have happened in the show if 

things had gone differently! 
 

Merlin observed as Arthur searched his room. The prince was looking 

for any evidence of sorcery to explain the deadly plague affec*ng the 

kingdom.  Merlin no*ced his magic book on the floor and with a quick 

whispered spell, hid the contraband with a dirty shirt.  Merlin watched 

in numb disbelief as Arthur looked under the bed and removed the 

clothing, revealing the incrimina*ng book.  With an expressionless 

glance at Merlin, Arthur flipped through the pages.  “What the HELL is 

this?” he growled at the young man, once finished.  Merlin shrugged his 

shoulders trying to look innocent, “Just a book Sire “.  Merlin flinched as 

Arthur yelled “GUARDS”. Merlin just stood frozen in shock as the guards 

rushed in and grabbed him around the arms.  “Merlin you are under 

arrest for crimes of sorcery” Arthur calmly stated.  “No!” Merlin finally 

found his voice chocking out the word. “Arthur please, I didn’t do 

anything. I was only trying to help”, he pleaded finally realizing that he 

was in a lot of trouble and the fear engulfed him. Tears rushing down 

the young man’s face.  With a small grimace and sad eyes of his own, 

Arthur then swept from the room, while the guards carted Merlin 

towards the dungeons. 
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If you have never been to a conven*on before, one thing I must tell you about to help build the mental picture is the absolute 

plethora of lines!  

First, you need to line up to get in.  And you need to do this early!  Those news reports where the camera pans along the seemingly 

never-ending line up of people (very o=en in costume) are very accurate.  One thing about lining up for a long *me and early in the 

day, is the possibility of sheer boredom ruining your day from the outset, before you even GET IN to the conven*on.  But let’s not 

forget the absolute entertainment value of being in the line!  Not only generally do you get to stand around and hang out with your 

friends (which can by itself be awesome) but you get to see the parade of passers-by, o=en they are in costume, so you get to admire 

their handiwork and play guessing games with your mates as to what the character is meant to be (which then spawns a whole new 

conversa*on if it’s not something you recognise) but you also get to talk to other people in line.  Wow, that can open up a whole 

other can of worms! 

But back to lines.  Once you actually get in to the auditorium there is the o=en mad dash to the autograph and photos booth, almost 

without fail, situated at the opposite end of where you come in.  (No running please! Oh puleez – as if...) The hazard I find with this 

set up is the inevitability of seeing someone you haven’t seen since the previous conven*on, and they want to chat – then you never 

end up finding them again for the next two days, or seeing something awesome at one of the stalls, convincing yourself you will 

remember where it was, and – inevitably – never end up finding it again for the next two days. 

The autograph and photo token line is a “winding” line.  This year (due, I am sure to the excellent service some of the team members 

provided – shout out here ladies) the line moved remarkably quickly, which was fantas*c. 

There are pros and cons to the winding line.  I am sure it is a figment of my imagina*on but I do feel like you move faster in a winding 

line.  You pass people constantly so you can con*nue a conversa*on (albeit from one end of the line and back).  On the downside, if 

you though you got away from the person you didn’t want to talk to, you will invariably pass them several more *mes before you 

reach your final des*na*on.  This situa*on recurs with the person in line who did not count personal hygiene high on their list of 

things to take care of for the day.  Another issue, large costumes (think a fur suit wolf or dog) and props (a trident or batleth anyone) 

can make a squishy, winding line a minefield to nego*ate. 

The photo and autograph lines (usually of the winding variety) have the same pros and cons except they move far slower and have 

the added problems of people trying to check their hair, makeup, costume, before they get to their des*na*on.  Also if you sit on the 

ground while you wait you have the addi*onal problem of what you are eye level with if the person either side of you is standing!  

(This can be made a far worse situa*on in the cases of some costumes; Wonder Woman, Red Power Ranger or a giant dog tail 

anyone?)  Also, I have found that I am o=en alone in these lines because my friends don’t necessarily want their photo with, or a 

signature from, the same guests I do.  

When I was wai*ng for Nana Visitor, I spent 20 minutes tex*ng a friend back and forth because I was bored to death!  On the posi*ve 

side though, usually the people you are lined up with are just as excited to see the guest as you are so you can have some very 

interes*ng conversa*ons. 

Food stalls and exhibitor/collectable stalls are usually pre-y busy, but are the sort of thing that I come across far more in my day to 

day life (think Adelaide Central Markets on a Saturday or a bank – well at any *me really) so there isn’t any other commentary I want 

to make on those.  So that leads me to my last big line... the panel. 

The panel.  These lines, again, are pre-y unique.  As you may be able to tell from my a-ached photos (par*cularly the one with Nana 

Visitor), I got sunburnt this year. 

Now, not all panels have some under-cover, climate controlled 

space, in which you can form a line.  And, these lines are 

generally long lines!  So in the instance of the Sanctuary Panel 

(of which there was one each day and included Amanda Tapping 

and Robin Dunne) imagine the amount of people that wanted to 

a-end!  (Bear in mind Amanda had not been to Adelaide before 

and also had 10 years of Stargate and one or two years of 

Stargate Atlan*s history).  This panel was pre-y popular.  For 

this panel I lined up for an hour, in full sun, basically single file, 

along the side of the auditorium, with all of us hoping for some 

*ny scrap of shade or whiff of air-condi*oning.  Again it was 

good fun as we got to swap stories and spend some *me having 

a laugh.  On the downside I could have done without the 

sunburn at about 10am on a Sunday morning – and I have the 

photos to prove it. 
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So the upshot of my ar*cle – be aware, all you happy, happy conven*on goers.  Be it the Comic-Con’s, the AVCon’s, the Supanova’s 

or the Armageddon’s, there is a fabulous *me to be had by all and lines are just part and parcel of life anywhere.  Comfy shoes, a 

water bo-le, sunscreen, friends and a snack, will help alleviate some of the pains.  If all else fails, make sure you have Candy Crush 

loaded on your phone, I think it saved my sanity more than once! 

 

The photo and autograph lines (usually of the winding variety) have the same pros and cons except they move far slower and have 

the added problems of people trying to check their hair, makeup, costume, before they get to their des*na*on.  Also if you sit on 

the ground while you wait you have the addi*onal problem of what you are eye level with if the person either side of you is 

standing!  (This can be made a far worse situa*on in the cases of some costumes; Wonder Woman, Red Power Ranger or a giant dog 

tail anyone?)  Also, I have found that I am o=en alone in these lines because my friends don’t necessarily want their photo with, or a 

signature from, the same guests I do.  

 

When I was wai*ng for Nana Visitor, I spent 20 minutes tex*ng a friend back and forth because I was bored to death!  On the 

posi*ve side though, usually the people you are lined up with are just as excited to see the guest as you are so you can have some 

very interes*ng conversa*ons. 

 

Food stalls and exhibitor/collectable stalls are usually pre-y busy, but are the sort of thing that I come across far more in my day to 

day life (think Adelaide Central Markets on a Saturday or a bank – well at any *me really) so there isn’t any other commentary I 

want to make on those.  So that leads me to my last big line... the panel. 

The panel.  These lines, again, are pre-y unique.  As you may be able to tell from my a-ached photos (par*cularly the one with 

Nana Visitor), I got sunburnt this year. 

 

Now, not all panels have some under-cover, climate controlled space, in which you can form a line.  And, these lines are generally 

long lines!  So in the instance of the Sanctuary Panel (of which there was one each day and included Amanda Tapping and Robin 

Dunne) imagine the amount of people that wanted to a-end!  (Bear in mind Amanda had not been to Adelaide before and also had 

10 years of Stargate and one or two years of Stargate Atlan*s history).  This panel was pre-y popular.  For this panel I lined up for an 

hour, in full sun, basically single file, along the side of the auditorium, with all of us hoping for some *ny scrap of shade or whiff of 

air-condi*oning.  Again it was good fun as we got to swap stories and spend some *me having a laugh.  On the downside I could 

have done without the sunburn at about 10am on a Sunday morning – and I have the photos to prove it. 

So the upshot of my ar*cle – be aware, all you happy, happy conven*on goers.  Be it the Comic-Con’s, the AVCon’s, the Supanova’s 

or the Armageddon’s, there is a fabulous *me to be had by all and lines are just part and parcel of life anywhere.  Comfy shoes, a 

water bo-le, sunscreen, friends and a snack, will help alleviate some of the pains.  If all else fails, make sure you have Candy Crush 

loaded on your phone, I think it saved my sanity more than once! 
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Original ar*cle  appears on  Epic Stream website 
 

h-p://www.epicstream.com/list.asp?

ar*cleid=1015&id=124&name=20+Gloriously+Geeky+Wedding+Ca

kes 

+Cakes 

To see more cakes click on the link! 
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New Adventures with the Tenth New Adventures with the Tenth New Adventures with the Tenth 

Doctor Comics!  A ReviewDoctor Comics!  A ReviewDoctor Comics!  A Review   

 

Titan Comics have a new series of Doctor Who comics 

featuring the Tenth Doctor with a five-issue arc wri-en 

by Nick Abadzis, drawn by Elena Casagrande and 

colourist Arianna Florean.  

 

 Issue  #1 ‘Evolu*ons of Terror’  

 

Set in present day New York on the eve of the Mexican, 

Day of the Dead celebra*ons that also coincides with 

Halloween.  You meet Gabriella Gonzalez, who works in 

her family’s Laundromat, who is also taking night 

classes so she can enter college.  Strange things start to 

happen to her family, her Grandmother sees the ghost 

of her husband and her soon to be brother-in law loses 

his mind when he encounters what he believes is the 

devil! 
 
 

So, where is the Doctor in all this?  He is nearby with 

his gadget (the one that doesn’t go ‘ding’ much to his 

disgust) following some sort of emissions.  Gabriella’s 

life is about to change as a train stops and a demon 

appears, but as always the Doctor also appears when 

‘weird’ happens. 

 

The beginning premise of the story is interes*ng with 

the aliens being more supernatural, such as the 3rd 

Doctor story ‘The Daemons’ than from another 

planet.  Within the first few pages you have a very 

good understanding of Gabriella’s family life and the 

rela*onships within her family.  This issue is a ‘Doctor 

light’ but I am sure that is about to change! 
 

Issue #2 out soon!  Issue #2 out soon!  Issue #2 out soon!  ������������   

� Click to 

check them 

out! 
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